ANTHONY GENOVESE
Words Andy Lynes

Send in
THE CLOWNS
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FOR MORE
THAN A DECADE
RESTAURANT
IL PAGLIACIO
(THE CLOWN)
AND CHEF AND
OWNER ANTHONY
GENOVESE HAS
BEEN QUIETLY
REVOLUTIONISING
ROMAN AND
ITALIAN CUISINE
WITH INFLUENCES
FROM HIS TIME
SPENT IN FRANCE
AND ASIA. NOW
HE WANTS THE
WORLD TO KNOW
ABOUT IT. ANDY
LYNES TRAVELLED
TO ROME AND WAS
WOWED BY WHAT
HE FOUND.
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Rome doesn’t surrender its culinary delights
easily. At least, that’s been my experience as
an irregular visitor over the last decade or so. In
the past, I’d endured too many mediocre meals
at tourist trap restaurants and had pretty much
written the city off as a serious gastronomic
destination. But, with the help of some insider
knowledge, I hit the jackpot on my most recent
trip earlier this year. I enjoyed a long weekend
of non-stop stunning food, both traditional and
contemporary, and all thanks to the generosity
of chef Anthony Genovese. The chef opened
his little black book and pointed me in the
direction of some truly memorable meals, not
least a long, lingering lunch at Il Pagliaccio, his
own elegant, modern restaurant and the only
one in Rome to hold two Michen stars.
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I’ve enjoyed numerous multi-course meals
around the world, but few have equaled
the ten courses at Il Pagliaccio for culinary
technique, invention and sheer intensity
of flavour. Numerous highlights included a
Chinese style ‘baozi’ dumpling (Genovese
has spent time in Southeast Asia) filled with
sturgeon and topped with puntarelle, the
shoot-like hearts of a type of typically Roman
chicory, a ingredient that we had seen in the
market that morning. The dish that truly flawed
me however was ‘The Journey’, thin slices of
amberjack (a game fish), marinated with shiokoji, apple vinegar, sugar, mirin and sake paired
with foie gras marinated with miso, frozen and
shaved over the fish and served with fois gras
parfait, quince jelly and meringues.

Despite my very positive experiences,
Genovese echoed my reservations about
Rome’s restaurant scene when we met earlier
that morning for espressos and maritozzo
(small, cream filled brioche-type buns, the
quintessentially Roman way to start the day) at
Roscioli Caffe in the cobbled Piazza Benedetto
Cairoli in the historic centre of the city.
‘Everywhere you go its always the same pasta
and in huge portions. Why? Because in Italy,
its not like in France where they were more
bourgeois, in Italy you go to work so you have
to feed your stomach’.
Genovese toured me around Campo di Fiori
market, his favourite in Rome, where we
saw the putarelle he serves at Il Pagliacio
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being stripped of its outer bitter leaves and
an unusual red chicory the shape of a rose
among the stunning array of fresh fruit and
vegetables. He pointed out the statue of the
philosopher Giordano Bruno that dominates
the square, erected on the spot he was burnt at
the stake for heresy. Some might see a little of
Bruno’s heretical spirit in Genovese who says,
‘Rome is like an old lady, she doesn’t want to
change. I defend the Italian culinary tradition,
but it’s like having chains on your legs. Let
me be free, a new generation wants to do
something different’.
The 28 seat Il Pagliaccio (named after a
painting of a clown given to Anthony by his
mother, which hangs in pride of place in
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the restaurant) opened in 2003 in Via dei
Banchi Vecchi close to the Campo di Fiori, is
certainly something different and reflects
Genovese’s unique personal and professional
background. Born in Calabria in southwest
Italy, Genovese spent much of his early
childhood in France. Aged 16 , he attended the
Ecole Hoteliére de Nice and went on to worked
in a number of Michelin starred restaurants in
Monaco, Marseilles and Nice. He returned to
Italy to where his time at the three Michelin
starred Enoteca Pinchiorri in Florence proved
formative. Genovese then travelled extensively
around Europe and crucially to Asia (Japan and
Malaysia in particular), before returning once
again to Italy in 1997, winning his first Michelin
star as head chef of Rossellinis in the Hotel
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Palazzo Sasso, in Ravello.
Genovese might have settled geographically,
but he remains gastronomically restless. ‘We
don’t have any signature dishes. It’s always
moving, it’s always changing because I feel
bored keeping the same dishes for a while. I’m
very curious; the restaurant is fifteen years old
so I want people to bring new things to me and
push me to do something different. I’m not the
kind of chef that says, ‘this is my recipe, you
have to follow it and that’s it’ – absolutely not.
We have to build the menu together as a team’.
At the time of our interview, Genovese was
preparing to completely rewrite his menu to
incorporate spring produce (‘I still love my
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job and I appreciate if I see something at the
market. If you don’t like your job I think you
can see that and feel it in the dishes’, he says),
and despite eschewing the notion of signature
dishes, was happy to admit to a fondness for
one of the dishes he served that lunch time.
‘The amberjack is my favourite dish, it’s what I
am. I never hide to say that I worked in Asia and
brought back a few things – the presentation,
how to cook, for instance the foie gras’.
Genovese says the restaurant is very different
from when he first won his second star
in 2009. Physically it has changed with a
luxurious look and feel achieved with modern
features like contemporary lighting and
exposed pipes set against muted, textured

wallpaper, soft furnishings and striking
modern floral displays. The restaurant team
has increased nearly four fold from just four in
the kitchen and four front of house and most
importantly, Genovese has changed as a chef.
‘I feel more mature. At the beginning I cooked
for the journalists, to show off. Now I know
exactly what I am and where I want to go and
to decide what I want to cook. It was very hard
at the beginning because always changing and
trying to do something, I think we’ve found the
right way now to reach another goal’.
Although Genovese has been generous with
his time and unfailingly polite and engaged,
hanging out with journalists and talking about

himself is not exactly his favourite thing to do.
‘I don’t want to show off, I’m a very humble,
simple guy I’m shy and I stay working everyday
in my kitchen. We are not movie stars; I don’t
like when chefs are always on Instagram – how
many likes you have, what does it mean?’.
However, that doesn’t mean Genovese doesn’t
have ambitions for wider recognition for what he
and his fellow Italian innovators have achieved.
‘We have the best products around the world I
think, but we missed out on being recognised.

Look at the Scandinavians, with a just a few
things they become a new country famous
around the world. Massimo Bottura is trying to
do something different too, but its not easy’.
Genovese has been successful in spreading his
modernising influence across the city with former
Il Pagliaccio chef Antonio Ziantoni opening his
own restaurant Zia in the bohemian Trastevere
neighbourhood late last year (I enjoyed a brilliant
five course meal there that dazzled with inventive
combinations such as sweetbread with herring

and puntarelle and which owed an obvious debt
to Genovese’s pioneering spirit).
‘The young generation have said, ‘OK chef, this
is your philosophy and we want to follow it
we can move we can change we can add we
can take out’, and that is very important. We
are free, I love to say that, we really don’t care
about what people say. Many times they say
something has to be crispy and bitter and cold
and sour – its really bullshit, you have to feel
what you are’.
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